Parking and access control equipment manufactured in the UK

Automatic Bollards

PF7276H Automatic Bollard

PF7276H
The PF7276H Automatic Bollard employs a simple yet efficient electro-hydraulic mechanism ensuring smooth and efficient movement of the
bollard. Designed to be a very secure product in preventing unauthorised access, they are often used in conjunction with automatic barriers.
The bollard is installed into the ground and brought level with the road surface. They are controlled by a small control panel which has
integrated safety features. A manual override facility ensures the bollard can be lowered in the event of an emergency or power failure.
The PF7276H Automatic Bollard is built for performance and has been intensively tested for over 3000 manoeuvres per day.
The bollard is controlled by a CDS dedicated control unit, which is capable of controlling up to 4 bollards simultaneously and includes a
‘deceleration feature’ at the end of travel when opening and closing.
For added safety the bollard is fitted with an obstacle detection sensor that stops and lowers the bollard if an obstacle is detected. A crown of
LED lights is mounted on the top of the cylinder with a built-in acoustic warning signal. The bollard casing is completely independent from the
motor allowing it to be pre-installed prior to ground work completion.
The PF7276H Automatic Bollard can be easily integrated with access control and safety equipment, traffic lights, photocells and ground loops.
The bollard casing is completely independent from the motor allowing it to be pre-installed prior to ground work completion.

PF7276H Optional Extras
LED Traffic Lights
Warning Siren
Battery Back-Up
Warning Signage

Options for Access Control
Keypad
Proximity Cards
Photocells
Voice/Video Intercom Access
Token Acceptors
Remote Control Fobs
Loop Detectors
Key Switch
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PF7276H Product Specication

Specification

CE Approved
Electro-Hydraulic, Steel Tube, Auto Rising
Bollard

Power Requirements

Single Phase 230V 50Hz 6 Amp

Absorbed Current

1.8 Amps

Motor Rotation Speed

2800 RPM

Duty Cycle

Up to 300 Cycles per 24 Hours

Overall Dimensions

Base: 410mm x 410mm x 845mm Below Ground
Bollard: 200m x 500mm

Operation Time

6 Seconds

Finish

Stainless Steel

Operation

Self-Contained Hydraulic Pump & Piston

